Growth rate dependent numbers of SeqA structures organize the multiple replication forks in rapidly growing Escherichia coli.
When the bacterium Escherichia coli is grown in rich medium, the replication and segregation periods may span two, three or four generations and cells may contain up to 24 replication forks. The newly synthesized, hemimethylated DNA at each fork is bound by SeqA protein. The SeqA-DNA structures form distinct foci that can be observed by immunofluorescence microscopy. The numbers of foci were lower than the numbers of replication forks indicating fork co-localization. The extent of co-localization correlated with the extent of replication cycle overlap in wild-type cells. No abrupt increase in the numbers of foci occurred at the time of initiation of replication, suggesting that new replication forks bind to existing SeqA structures. Manipulations with replication control mechanisms that led to extension or reduction of the replication period and number of forks, did not lead to changes in the numbers of SeqA foci per cell. The results indicate that the number of SeqA foci is not directly governed by the number of replication forks, and supports the idea that new DNA may be 'captured' by existing SeqA structures.